
 

Emboss Resist Card by Martha Lucia Gomez 

Hello crafty friends, I am up with Imagine and this month our color challenge is green and 
Imagine has many options to pick up. I decided to work my card using the Emboss Resist 
Technique with Kaleidacolor Inks and one of the most beautiful stamp sets from Joy Clair, the 
Hello Autumn. 

 

The base of my card and layers are whisper white. Let me share the steps to create this easily: 

INSTRUCTIONS: 

1. Cut the base of your card. Mine is 4-1/4"x11" with score in 5-1/2". 
2. Cut a second layer of 4"x5-1/4". 
3. With VersaMark Ink, stamp randomly the leaves images included on the stamp set 

Hello Autumn. Cover the stamped images with Clear Mboss. Melt the powder with the 
heat tool. 



 

4. Open your Kaleidacolor Ink Pad and set the inks. I am using the Fresh Green Ink Pad. 
5. Apply the color directly from the ink pad over the stamped layer and remove the excess 

of the ink with a paper towel. 

 
6. Resize your inked layers with a die cut, I used the Large Frame for Impression 

Obsession. I just used the main frame to decorate my card. 
7. Stamp your sentiment from the stamp set Hello Autumn on the center of the card base 

using VersaFine Clair Green Oasis and Clear Mboss. Melt the powder with the heat 
tool.  



 

8. Paste your frame directly over the card base and remember to keep the negative pieces 
because they can be using in another project! 

 



Thank you for stopping by and keep in touch because this month the different shapes of green 
are around! 

Imagine Products Used: 

• VersaMark: Clear 
• Kaleidacolor: Fresh Green 
• VersaFine Clair: Green Oasis 
• Mboss: Clear 
• Crafty Mat 

Other Products Used: 

• Hello Autumn Stamp Set by Joy Clair 
• Large Frame Die by Impression Obsession 
• Stamping Tool 
• Heat Tool 

	  


